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Abstract 

Attributable to its late diagnosis, early metastasis, and poor prognosis, pancreatic cancer remains one of the most 
lethal diseases worldwide. Unlike other solid tumors, pancreatic cancer harbors ample stromal cells and abundant 
extracellular matrix but lacks vascularization, resulting in persistent and severe hypoxia within the tumor. Hypoxic 
microenvironment has extensive effects on biological behaviors or malignant phenotypes of pancreatic cancer, 
including metabolic reprogramming, cancer stemness, invasion and metastasis, and pathological angiogenesis, which 
synergistically contribute to development and therapeutic resistance of pancreatic cancer. Through various mecha-
nisms including but not confined to maintenance of redox homeostasis, activation of autophagy, epigenetic regula-
tion, and those induced by hypoxia-inducible factors, intratumoral hypoxia drives the above biological processes in 
pancreatic cancer. Recognizing the pivotal roles of hypoxia in pancreatic cancer progression and therapies, hypoxia-
based antitumoral strategies have been continuously developed over the recent years, some of which have been 
applied in clinical trials to evaluate their efficacy and safety in combinatory therapies for patients with pancreatic 
cancer. In this review, we discuss the molecular mechanisms underlying hypoxia-induced aggressive and therapeuti-
cally resistant phenotypes in both pancreatic cancerous and stromal cells. Additionally, we focus more on innovative 
therapies targeting the tumor hypoxic microenvironment itself, which hold great potential to overcome the resist-
ance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy and to enhance antitumor efficacy and reduce toxicity to normal tissues.
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Introduction
Pancreatic cancer (PC) remains a highly fatal malignancy 
and is the fourth leading cause of cancer-related mortal-
ity in both sexes in the US [1], while it is the sixth leading 
cause of cancer-related mortality in China [2]. Surgical 
resection represents the only treatment that offers cura-
tive potential at present. However, at the time of diagno-
sis, approximately 80–85% of patients have advanced to 
either an unresectable or metastatic state, which accounts 

for the 5-year survival rate of lower than 10% [1]. Even 
for the small subset (10%) of patients who have the 
chance to undergo surgery, the prognosis remains poor 
with only 20% surviving 5  years [3]. Whether receiving 
surgery or not, chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy 
are considered primary treatment options. In particular, 
advancements in adjuvant chemotherapy represented by 
gemcitabine/capecitabine or mFOLFIRINOX (modified 
FOLFIRINOX, removing the 5-fluorouracil bolus from 
the FOLFIRINOX regimen which consists of oxalipl-
atin, irinotecan, fluorouracil, and leucovorin) currently 
have improved long-term outcomes in PC patients [4, 5]. 
However, intrinsic and acquired resistance to chemother-
apy remains an intractable problem in PC treatment [6]. 
Research on new treatments, including immunotherapy 
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and targeted therapy, is ongoing but most of drugs fail 
to show satisfying outcomes [7, 8]. Therefore, there is an 
urgent need to develop novel combinatorial therapeutic 
strategies specifically targeting PC biology.

PC is commonly characterized by numerous and severe 
hypoxic regions, with a median tissue partial oxygen 
pressure  (pO2) of 0–5.3 mmHg (0–0.7%) compared to the 
adjacent normal pancreas  pO2 at 24.3–92.7 mmHg (3.2–
12.3%) [9]. The hypoxic microenvironment of PC mainly 
results from desmoplastic fibrotic stroma, rapid prolif-
eration of cancer cells, and poor vascularization, which 
increase oxygen consumption and compromise oxygen 
supply [10, 11]. The presence of hypoxic areas within PC 
is closely correlated with tumor progression and with a 
poor prognosis compared with that of well-oxygenated 
tumors, and it is considered one of the independent 
prognostic factors for PC [12]. The adaptive response to 
hypoxia primarily mediated by hypoxia-inducible factors 

(HIFs) confers more aggressive and therapeutically resist-
ant phenotypes in PC cells.

HIFs are heterodimeric transcription factors composed 
of an unstable α subunit (HIF-α) and a constitutively 
expressed β subunit (HIF-β) [13, 14]. Figure  1 depicts 
 O2-dependent transcriptional regulation of HIFs. Three 
variants of HIF-α have been discovered, of which HIF-1α 
is the most studied. HIF-1α and HIF-2α are sensitive to 
different levels of hypoxia due to their different prolyl 
hydroxylase sites (Pro564 and Pro402 in HIF-1α, Pro405 
and Pro531 in HIF-2α) [15, 16]. HIF-1α accumulates 
under severe oxygen levels (0–2%) to help cells resist 
temporary stress [17, 18], whereas HIF-2α exhibits more 
enduring expression under moderate hypoxia (2–5%) [16, 
19]. The functions of HIF-3α primarily rely on the regula-
tion of other HIF complexes [20].

In this review, we summarized the molecular mech-
anisms underlying hypoxia-mediated malignant 

Fig. 1 Oxygen-dependent transcriptional regulation of HIFs. Under normoxic conditions, HIF-α protein is continually transcribed and rapidly 
degraded owing to the posttranslational hydroxylation of highly conserved proline residues by PHDs. Oxygen,  Fe2+, and α-KG are substrates in 
this reaction. HIF-α, with hydroxyl group tags, subsequently interacts with the Von Hippel-Lindau protein (pVHL) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex for 
degradation via the ubiquitin–proteasome pathway. Under hypoxia, the activities of factor inhibiting HIFs (FIHs) and PHDs are suppressed, and 
thus HIF-α is stabilized and translocated into the nucleus to bind with HIF-β. Inhibition of PHDs and activation of p38 MAPK mediated by ROS are 
involved in HIF-α stabilization. With the help of transcriptional coactivators such as cyclic adenosine monophosphate response element-binding 
protein (CBP) and acetyltransferase (p300), the resultant heterodimeric HIF-α/β dimer binds to HREs and transcriptionally activates the targeted 
genes involved in malignant phenotypes and protumor mechanisms of PC. Abbreviations: Asn, asparagine; Pro, proline
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phenotypes of PC, which are not confined to HIF-
involved modulations. Figure  2 shows a signaling net-
work among hypoxia-induced phenotypes in PC cells. 
Additionally, we specifically focused on hypoxia-based 
therapeutic strategies that may have great potential for 
development into combination therapies for this deadly 
disease.

Metabolic reprogramming on glucose under hypoxia
Under the circumstance of hypoxia, PC cells develop 
an efficient adaptive metabolic response to satisfy high 
demands for biosynthesis and energy. A major intracel-
lular adaptation to severe hypoxia is the metabolic shift 
from oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis, where 
pyruvate is converted into lactate instead of being oxi-
dized through the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle [21]. 
Although a low yield of ATP per glucose molecule con-
sumed is generated via glycolytic pathway, it generates 
intermediates for anabolic reactions, with less reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) production, which favors rapid 
cell division [22]. The expression of glycolytic enzymes is 
increased in PC tissues, as evidenced by proteomic pro-
filing using two-dimensional electrophoresis and liquid 
chromatography-mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry 
[23]. Compared with cells exhibiting aerobic glycolysis 
(Warburg effect), pancreatic hypoxic cells harbor a higher 

glycolytic potential, leading to a stronger activation of all 
enzymes and transporters related to glucose uptake and 
lactic acid formation [24].

Mounting evidence has demonstrated that the under-
lying mechanisms related to hypoxia play important 
roles in PC reprogramming glucose metabolism. AMP-
activated protein kinase (AMPK), a serine/threonine 
kinase, is an important cellular energy sensor sustaining 
energy homeostasis. In an in vitro study, AMPK suppres-
sion blocks PC progression and results in a significant 
decrease in the lactic acid content, ATP content, and the 
glucose consumption rate, accompanied by down-reg-
ulation of glycolytic biomarkers such as pyruvate kinase 
M2 (PKM2) and hexokinase 2 (HK2) [25]. These obser-
vations show that AMPK exerts its protumorigenic func-
tions partially by sustaining glycolytic activity. Nuclear 
factor of activated T cells 5 (NFAT5), first recognized 
as a transcription factor that regulates the expression of 
genes involved in osmotic stress, contributes to glycolytic 
phenotype rewiring and PC progression via transcription 
of phosphoglycerate kinase 1 (PGK-1), which is the first 
enzyme generating ATP in glycolysis [26]. Compared to 
NFAT5, HIFs are the master transcription factors that 
regulate transcription of many genes involved in gly-
colytic enzymes or glucose transporter [27, 28]. Under 
hypoxia, the expression of HIF-1α is elevated, which 

Fig. 2 Molecular crosstalk among hypoxia-induced malignant phenotypes in PC. Hexagons represent phenotypes. Arrows indicate positive 
modulations, while blunt ends indicate negative modulations. Abbreviations: Gem, gemcitabine; QSOX1, quiescin sulfhydryl oxidase 1; LASP-1, LIM 
and SH3 protein 1
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increases glycolysis in BxPC-3 cells possibly by upregulat-
ing the enzymes related to glycolysis, including pyruvate 
dehydrogenase kinase-1 (PDK1), lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH) A, and PKM2 [29]. Consistently, dominant-neg-
ative HIF-1α (dnHIF-1α) abrogates the enhanced tran-
scription of glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) and aldolase 
A under hypoxic environment and inhibits the expres-
sion of GLUT1 and the glucose uptake in PC tissues 
and in  vivo tumorigenicity [30]. The prolyl 4-hydroxy-
lase subunit alpha 1 (P4HA1) is critically involved in 
the glycolytic phenotype of pancreatic ductal adenocar-
cinoma (PDAC) cells, which can be transactivated by 
HIF-1α under hypoxic condition and further enhances 
HIF-1α stabilization [31]. Similarly, there is interrelation-
ship between Mucin (MUC)1-HIF-1α oncogenic signal-
ing networks in PC cells [32]. On the one hand, MUC1 
may increase the stability of HIF-1α by diminishing the 
intracellular levels of α-ketoglutarate (α-KG). On the 
other hand, MUC1 physically interacts with HIF-1α and 
acetyltransferase (p300) in a hypoxia-dependent manner 
and facilitates recruitment of HIF-1α and p300 on gly-
colytic gene promoters. Furthermore, MUC1-regulated 
stabilization of HIF-1α mediates an increase in pyrimi-
dine biosynthesis [33]. Vascular endothelial growth factor 
(VEGF) stimulation is known to promote angiogenesis, 
and it can also enhance glycolysis in PC via upregulation 
of HIF-1α[34]. AP endonuclease-1/redox effector factor 1 
(APE1/Ref-1) is a multifunctional protein with the abil-
ity to convert certain oxidized transcription factors to a 
reduced state, enabling them to bind to and upregulate 
their target genes [35]. The growth-inhibitory effects 
of E3330, a small-molecule inhibitor of APE1 redox 
domain function, are accentuated by hypoxia, indicat-
ing an enhanced requirement for APE1 redox function 
in hypoxia [36]. Blockade of APE1 redox domain with 
E3330 can inhibit the transcription activating function 
of HIF-1α and decrease HIF-1α-induced carbonic anhy-
drase IX (CA9), which help maintain pH homeostasis in 
cells [35, 37]. Dual-targeting APE1/Ref-1 redox signal-
ing and CA9 activity leads to dramatic enhancement of 
tumor cell killing in an ex vivo three-dimensional PDAC 
tumor coculture model even in the presence of the pro-
tective environment of the cancer-associated fibroblasts 
(CAFs) [37].

Oncogenic KRAS mutations have been detected in 
approximately 93% of PDAC [38]. A role of oncogenic 
KRAS in reprogramming cancer cell metabolism through 
activation of glucose metabolism has been documented 
in various cancer cell lines including pancreatic ones 
[39]. Introduction of  KrasG12D mutation, a mutation 
frequently observed in PC, could increase mRNA and 
protein expression levels of RAD51 via MEK/ERK axis. 
RAD51 further promotes PC glycolysis via upregulation 

of HIF-1α transcriptional process [40]. Another study 
demonstrated that KRAS/MEK/ERK signaling exacer-
bates hypoxia-driven HIF-1α and HIF-2α protein stabil-
ity in PDAC cells that express activated KRAS, followed 
by upregulation of downstream HIF-1α-induced effectors 
such as CA9 and monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) 4, 
leading to perturbation of pH regulation and metabolic 
rewiring toward a glycolytic phenotype [41].

PC is characterized by aberrant activation of crucial 
embryonic signaling pathways such as Wnt signaling 
[42], which also alters cell metabolic plasticity to support 
urgent requirements for material and energy. Transcrip-
tion factor 7-like2/transcription factor 4 (TCF7L2/TCF4) 
plays a vital role in Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. It 
was identified as a transcriptional factor that was respon-
sible for Egl-9 family hypoxia inducible factor 2 (EGLN2) 
silencing, which leads to upregulation of HIF-1α and 
finally affects glycolysis reprogramming [43]. There is 
a positive-feedback regulation between HIF-2α and 
β-catenin that HIF-2α/β-catenin complex could upregu-
late the activity of β-catenin and stabilize and increase 
transcriptional activity of HIF-2α. HIF-2α promotes the 
metabolic shift to aerobic glycolysis in PC cells [44].

HIF-1α is involved in certain receptor-mediated glu-
cose metabolism regulation in PC. CX3CL1 is the sin-
gle cytokine of CX3C group of chemokines and exerts 
its biological function via binding to its specific recep-
tor, CX3CR1. CX3CL1/CX3CR1 signaling pathways 
could upregulate the expression of HIF-1α by PI3K/
Akt and MAPK pathways and modify glucose metabo-
lism in a HIF-1α-dependent manner in PC cells [45]. 
When insulin receptor (IR) and IGF-1 receptor (IGF1R) 
of PC cell are activated, the message passes along PI3K/
Akt and MEK/ERK signaling cascades, and subse-
quently HIF-1α expression is elevated. HIF-1α further 
increases caveolin-1 (cav-1) which conversely augments 
IR/IGF1R activities. The feed-forward loop composed of 
IR/IGF1R, HIF-1α and cav-1 facilitates cell growth and 
glycolysis [46]. Lumican is widely expressed in PDAC 
and surrounding stroma. Extracellular lumican reduces 
expression and phosphorylation of EGFR by enhancing 
its dimerization and internalization, leading to attenua-
tion of downstream PI3K/Akt pathway, and thus reduces 
HIF-1α expression and inhibits glycolytic metabolism 
[47].

Epigenetic research has provided a more comprehen-
sive approach for a better understanding of reprogram-
ming glucose metabolism of PC. Ubiquitin like with 
plant homeodomain (PHD) and ring finger domains 1 
(UHRF1) is a chromatin modifier and mediates gene 
silencing through DNA methylation and heterochroma-
tin formation [48, 49]. UHRF1 silences expression of its 
downstream target, sirtuin (SIRT) 4, which suppresses 
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HIF-1α and negatively regulates aerobic glycolysis. 
Therefore, UHRF1/SIRT4 axis increases expression of 
HIF-1α-targeted glycolytic genes and enhances aero-
bic glycolysis in PC [10]. The histone demethylase lysine 
specific demethylase 1 (LSD1), involved in the epigenetic 
regulation of gene transcription, is significantly increased 
in PC tissue samples. LSD1 regulates HIF-1α protein 
stability in an acetylation-dependent manner through 
recruitment of HDAC2, which prevents HIF-1α from 
subsequent acetylation-dependent degradation and thus 
stabilizes HIF-1α protein. Interestingly, elevated HIF-1α 
protein level positively correlates with mRNA and pro-
tein level of LSD1. These observations suggest that LSD1 
and HIF-1α regulate each other and form a positive 
feedback loop in sustaining the hypoxic microenviron-
ment and shifting in glucose metabolism transformation 
[12]. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is the key glycolytic 
enzyme responsible for the interconversion between 
pyruvate and lactate, including two types of subunits, M 
subunit (muscle-type, LDHA) and H subunit (heart-type, 
LDHB). HIF-1α/-2α could activate LDHA expression 
in human PC cells by binding to LDHA at 89 bp under 
hypoxia. Knockdown of endogenous HIF-1α and HIF-2α 
reduces the LDHA expression even in hypoxic condi-
tion, accompanied with a significant decrease in glucose 
utilization and lactate production [50]. Compared to the 
elevated LDHA level [10, 29, 40, 50], the expression of 
LDHB is suppressed and even lost in PC tissues due to 
hypermethylation of its promoter. Decreased expression 
of LDHB leads to glycolytic transition, while restored 
its expression leads to reduced LDH activity and lactate 
production but increases intracellular ATP concentration 
[51]. In addition to DNA and histone modifications, miR-
NAs also participate in epigenetics regulation on glucose 
metabolism transition [52]. For example, miR-124 inhib-
its the expression level of HIF-1α and LDHA by target-
ing MCT1, an important carrier in lactate transport, and 
thus suppresses the glycolytic activity of PANC-1 cells 
[53].

Metabolic reprogramming on glutamine under hypoxia
Apart from activating glucose uptake and glycolysis, 
PDAC cells also enhance utilization of the amino acid 
glutamine (Gln) as a carbon fuel source for survival in 
hypoxic environment [54, 55]. Gln is initially deami-
nated to glutamate (Glu) by the mitochondrial glutami-
nase (GLS) [56]. The isoform 2 (GLS2) is preferentially 
expressed in hypoxic areas of PC, suggesting that glu-
tamate generation in pancreatic hypoxic cells is essen-
tially dependent on GLS2 but not GLS [24]. Classically, 
in most cells, Glu is subsequently converted to α-KG 
by glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), and then α-KG is 

incorporated into the TCA cycle [56]. However, PDAC 
cells catalyze oxaloacetate (OAA) and Glu to aspartate 
and α-KG via the mitochondrial aspartate transaminase 
(GOT2), and then aspartate is metabolized to OAA in 
the cytoplasm by cytoplasmic aspartate transaminase 
(GOT1) [57]. OAA is finally converted to malate and 
pyruvate in the cytoplasm in turn via malate dehydro-
genase 1 (MDH1) and malic enzyme 1 (ME1), respec-
tively [58]. This process is termed noncanonical Gln 
metabolism of PDAC, resulting from increased GOT1 
expression but decreased GDH level in PC cells [57]. 
PDAC cells are especially dependent on Gln to sustain 
a rapid proliferation rate [57].

Loss of heterozygosity for  KrasG12D  (KrasG12D-LOH) 
substantially increases non-canonical Gln metabolism 
in PDAC cells, accompanied by enhanced expression of 
regulated in DNA damage and development 1 (REDD1), 
which is a stress-response gene expressed in response to 
hypoxia and nutrient deprivation. REDD1 knockdown 
efficiently inhibits  KrasG12D-LOH-induced upregula-
tion of Gln metabolism, suggesting the essential role of 
REDD1 as a downstream target of  KrasG12D-LOH in 
PDAC Gln metabolism [59]. Hypoxia-activated expres-
sion of the SLC1A5 variant is HIF-2α dependent. As a 
mitochondrial Gln transporter, it is localized to the inner 
mitochondrial membrane via its N-terminal mitochon-
drial targeting sequence and drives a metabolic switch by 
enhancing Gln metabolism in PC cell [60]. Unlike PDAC 
cell lines, CAFs are dependent on Gln rather than glucose 
for viability. Moreover, distinct from the GOT-mediated 
Gln metabolic pathway in PDAC cells, Gln is the pre-
ferred metabolite for the TCA cycle in CAFs through a 
glutamate dehydrogenase (GLUD1)-mediated utilization 
of Gln [61]. Hypoxia within PDAC benefits a shift to both 
glucose- and Gln-dependent anaerobic metabolic path-
ways. Additionally, hexosamine biosynthetic (HBP) path-
way that requires both metabolized glucose and Gln is 
also activated, enabling O-GlcNAC modifications of pro-
tumoral proteins [24]. GLS inhibition effectively reduces 
PDAC growth by specifically targeting proliferating can-
cer cells but have no effect on hypoxic, noncycling cells. 
These hypoxic tumor cells surviving from GLS inhibition 
are reliant on glycolysis and glycogen synthesis. Based on 
these observations, it was proposed that rapidly dividing 
cells use Gln, while hypoxic cells that are slowly divid-
ing metabolize glucose [62]. But this hypothesis seems to 
be paradox with the findings that Gln metabolization is 
necessary to support hypoxic PC cells for viability main-
tenance, proliferation, and colony formation capacities 
[24]. Further studies should be conducted to generate a 
deeper understanding of the ambiguous role of Gln met-
abolic pathway in hypoxic PC cells.
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Reprogramming of glutamine metabolism also con-
tributes to lipogenesis and proliferation in carcinoma 
cells due to reductive glutamine metabolism by isoci-
trate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) under hypoxia, which is 
another non-canonical glutaminolysis pathway in the 
cytoplasm [63, 64]. The metabolic shift from TCA cycle 
to the above IDH-mediated lipogenesis correlates with 
HIF-1-induced decreased activity of α-ketoglutarate 
dehydrogenase (α-KGDH) [65]. Moreover, the ele-
vated expression of short chain acyl-CoA synthetases 
2 (ACSS2) under hypoxia facilitates acetate uptake for 
synthesis of fatty acid and membrane phospholipids in 
several carcinoma cells including PC cells [66, 67]. Apart 
from leading to lipid synthesis, hypoxia also suppresses 
lipolysis/β-oxidation via HIF-1α-induced downregula-
tion of medium- and long-chain acyl-CoA dehydroge-
nase, and accumulation of lipid droplets promotes cancer 
progression [68]. Furthermore, hypoxia could mediate 
the uptake of monounsaturated fatty acids from extracel-
lular lysophospholipids in human pancreatic duct cells 
transfected with oncogenic  KrasG12D [69]. Overall, com-
pared to glucose or glutamine metabolism, the research 
on hypoxia-driven metabolic reprogramming was less 
focused on lipid metabolism in PC, which awaits further 
study.

Redox homeostasis under hypoxia
Extensive research has shown that hypoxia increases the 
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in PC cells 
as well as stromal cells. Hypoxia correlates with a state 
of oxidative stress, and ROS induction is one of the most 
common regulatory mechanisms under hypoxic condi-
tions [70]. A modest amount of ROS below a threshold 
level triggers tumor cell survival and proliferation, for 
example, through the activation of the ERK1/2 and PI3K/
Akt pathways [71], whereas an excessive amount of ROS 
leads to a deleterious process by increasing lipid peroxi-
dation, protein oxidation, and DNA lesion formation [72]. 
Endoplasmic reticulum oxidoreductase 1 (ERO1L) level 
is upregulated by hypoxia, and it significantly increases 
ROS level. Treatment with glutathione (GSH) inhibi-
tors results in a significant increase in ROS levels and a 
transient upregulation in glycolysis in PDAC cells. How-
ever, this treatment does not augment ROS-mediated 
long-term promotion of cell proliferation upon hypoxia-
activated ERO1L overexpression, suggesting that high 
ROS levels may induce an oxidative stress in PDAC cells 
and ultimately decrease cell viability [73]. ROS genera-
tion is induced in a HIF-1α-independent manner under 
hypoxic conditions [74], but increased ROS is responsible 
for HIF-1α stabilization [75, 76]. One of the mechanisms 
underlying HIF-1α stabilization is ROS-mediated inhibi-
tion of prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs) by oxidation of their 

catalytic  Fe2+ [77–79]. Moreover, ROS-mediated activa-
tion of p38 MAPK is involved in stabilizing HIF-1α via 
phosphorylation of HIF-1α which inhibits its ubiquitina-
tion and degradation [79, 80]. However, high levels of 
hydrogen peroxide  (H2O2) inhibit HIF-1α protein accu-
mulation [81]. High-dose P-AscH− administered intra-
venously serves as a prodrug for the selective delivery of 
 H2O2 to cancer cells and induces cytotoxicity and oxida-
tive stress. This cytotoxicity is correlated with increased 
degradation of HIF-1α in an  H2O2-dependent manner 
[82].

The abnormal vasculature of PC greatly contributes to 
intermittent opening of blood vessels. This physiologi-
cal characteristic as well as a dose of radiation could lead 
to reoxygenation of hypoxic cancer cells [83, 84]. The 
phenomenon of hypoxia and reoxygenation (H/R) com-
monly induces ROS generation [85]. H/R condition trig-
gers increased generation of mitochondrial ROS and lipid 
peroxidation products in KP4, a human PC-derived cell 
line. H/R-induced cellular oxidative injuries can be effi-
ciently prevented by mitochondria-localized MnSOD, 
a superoxide-scavenging enzyme [86]. However, nicoti-
namide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxi-
dase-dependent generation of ROS acts downstream of 
Rac GTPase 1 (Rac1), enhancing the invasive capacity of 
human PC PANC-1 cell line under H/R conditions [87]. 
Further research is needed to figure out whether the dual 
roles of ROS are associated with their sources.

In addition to PC cells, hypoxia is a contributing factor 
for ROS induction and activation in stromal cells such as 
pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs) whose roles are linked to 
their function of paracrine. The levels of ROS produced 
by PSCs are significantly increased under hypoxia com-
pared to those under normoxia [70, 88]. Hypoxia induces 
PSC activation and increases both the expression and 
secretion of osteopontin (OPN) in PSCs rather than in 
PCCs in a ROS-dependent manner. More importantly, 
paracrine OPN signaling contributes to epithelial-mesen-
chymal transition (EMT) and stemness by activating the 
integrin αvβ3-Akt/Erk-FOXM1 cascade in BxPC-3 cell 
line [70]. Activated PSCs cultured under hypoxia exploit 
their hypoxia-driven oxidative stress to secrete soluble 
factors, including IL-6, VEGF-A, and stromal cell-derived 
factor-1 (SDF-1), favoring angiogenic and inflammatory 
responses and invasion during PC progression. Increased 
generation of hypoxic ROS also promotes HIF-1α stabi-
lization and GLI1 upregulation in both PSCs and PCCs 
cultured with PSC conditioned media. These hypoxia-
driven ROS-induced effects can be suppressed by anti-
oxidant α-Mangostin [88]. Figure  3 shows crosstalk 
between PC cells and PSCs under hypoxic conditions.

PC develops various mechanisms to eliminate excess 
ROS generated during hypoxia. The aberrant deposition 
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Fig. 3 Effects of microenvironmental remodeling on PC progression under hypoxia. Hypoxia-driven ROS production activates PSCs to secrete 
various soluble factors, favoring the malignant phenotypes of PC. Hypoxia-stimulated TGF-α signaling induces Fbln5 expression through a PI3K/
AKT-dependent mechanism in A-PSC, and Fbln5 competes with fibronectin for integrin binding and reduces ROS production. Upward arrows 
indicate upregulation of expression, and other arrows indicate positive modulations or release of molecules. Abbreviations: A-PSC, activated 
pancreatic stellate cells; Gem, gemcitabine; Q-PSC, quiescent pancreatic stellate cells
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of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins is a defining char-
acteristic of PC. ECM signaling can exert antitumorigenic 
effects due to generation of cytotoxic levels of ROS via 
fibronectin-mediated stimulation of α5β1 integrin [89, 
90]. Fibulin-5 (Fbln5), a matricellular protein typically 
expressed by stromal cells and acts as a tumor promoter 
by blocking fibronectin-mediated integrin signaling 
and directly limiting ECM-driven ROS generation [91]. 
Hypoxia-stimulated TGF-α signaling can induce fibulin-5 
expression through a PI3K/AKT-dependent mechanism 
in fibroblasts, which protects PC from oxidative stress 
damage and promotes its progression [89] (Fig. 3). PSCs 
undergo a pro-oxidant condition under hypoxia, with 
the oxidation of proteins and lipids increased. However, 
mitochondrial ROS increase slightly, and no increase in 
cytosolic ROS is detected. Consistent with these observa-
tions, PSCs exhibit activation of major antioxidant mech-
anisms to counteract the hypoxia-triggered pro-oxidative 
status, including augmented SOD1/2 activity, increased 
phosphorylation of transcription factor Nrf2, and over-
expressed Nrf2-regulated antioxidant enzymes, such as 
the catalytic subunit of glutamate-cysteine ligase (GClc), 
catalase, NAD(P)H quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), 
and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) [92]. In PDAC cells, 
hypoxia also upregulates the expression of HO-1, which 
reduces intracellular ROS levels and provides a survival 
advantage to cancer cells [93]. HIF-1α has been demon-
strated to inhibit the production of a certain amount of 
mitochondrial ROS under hypoxia, for example, through 
regulation of cytochrome c oxidase and PDK1 [94, 95]. In 
BxPC-3 and PANC-1 cells, HIF-1 significantly eliminates 
intracellular ROS uncoupled from the respiratory chain 
and NADPH oxidase, indicating that HIF-1 eliminates 
ROS independent of the mitochondrial respiratory chain. 
HIF-1/FOXO1/SESN3 pathway probably mediates the 
role of HIF-1 in ROS clearance [96].

Autophagy under hypoxia
Autophagy is an evolutionarily preserved degradation 
process of cytoplasmic cellular constituents, associ-
ated with cell response to stresses such as hypoxia in 
cancer microenvironment [97]. As a key component 
and a marker of autophagy, LC3 expression in PC tissue 
significantly correlates with a poor outcome [98]. The 
RNA splicing protein polypyrimidine tract-binding pro-
tein 3 (PTBP3) is overexpressed in PDAC and promotes 
autophagy in response to hypoxic stress. It upregulates 
the expression of ATG12 post-transcriptionally by selec-
tively binding to CU-rich elements in the 3′-untrans-
lated regions (3′-UTR) of ATG12, thereby contributing 
to hypoxia-induced autophagy and gemcitabine resist-
ance [99]. Moreover, hypoxia-mediated ROS production 

inhibits Akt/mTORC1 pathway to induce autophagy in 
PC [100].

Hypoxia can abrogate the effect of tumor suppres-
sors to facilitate PC progression by autophagy. Hypoxia 
stimulates HIF-1α and AMPK activation, which induces 
autophagy of PSCs and subsequent degradation of lumi-
can [101]. Lumican is identified as an inhibitor of can-
cer development, involved in the regulation of ECM and 
ECM-cell interactions [102]. Its synthesis is also inhib-
ited by the blockage of Akt/mTOR signaling pathway 
mediated by hypoxia-activated AMPK [101]. KAI1 is an 
important member of metastasis suppressor gene fam-
ily, but hypoxia protects MiaPaCa-2 cells from KAI1-
induced proliferation inhibition and apoptosis by high 
levels of autophagy induction. Although hypoxia-induced 
autophagy results in oncogenic protein MUC4 degra-
dation, PC cell growth and viability are enhanced. It is 
possible that the increased expression of MUC1 under 
hypoxia is sufficient to compensate for MUC4 downregu-
lation [100].

Upregulation of autophagy-inhibitory factors impairs 
PC development. The metastasis suppressor, N-myc 
downstream regulator gene 1 (NDRG1), inhibits basal 
and hypoxia-induced autophagic activity through a dual 
acting mechanism, namely both the autophagic degrada-
tion and autolysosome formation. Moreover, the NDRG1-
inducer sensitizes PANC-1 cells to lysosomal membrane 
permeabilization (LMP) and exerts an anti-cancer activ-
ity [103]. MiR-138-5p is among the most downregulated 
miRNA in PC cells cultured under hypoxia and inhibits 
autophagy and PC growth in vivo [104]. Mechanistically, 
it suppresses autophagy of PANC-1 cells in a manner 
independent of the typical autophagy signaling path-
way. Instead, miR-138-5p specifically targets the 3′-UTR 
region of autophagy-related gene SIRT1 and reduces its 
expression to inhibit autophagy via SIRT1/FOXO1/Rab7 
axis. Exceptionally, in PaCa cells, basal autophagic activ-
ity is relatively high, whereas hypoxia-induced autophagy, 
is only weak or undetectable [105]. Thus, it is essential to 
choose a proper cell line to study autophagy in PC.

Hypoxia-induced autophagy seems to play dual roles 
in PC cell death. Protein kinase C-delta (PKCδ) consti-
tutively inhibits autophagy by inducing expression of tis-
sue transglutaminase (TG2). Suppression of PKCδ/TG2 
signaling would lead to significant autophagic cell death 
mediated by Beclin 1 in PC [98]. Stress response pro-
tein Nupr1 is systematically overexpressed when PDAC-
derived cells submitted to hypoxia. It promotes survival 
of PC cells by inhibiting autophagy in a caspase-inde-
pendent manner. The inhibitory effects on autophagy of 
Nupr1 are mediated by its downstream Aurora kinase A 
(AURKA) which prevents DNA damage and autophagic-
cell death in hypoxic microenvironment [106]. However, 
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it was also reported that autophagy blockage in a hypoxic 
state induces a remarkable cytotoxicity and enhances 
apoptosis in a panel of PC cell lines, whether non-met-
astatic or metastatic, with an AMPK inhibitor added or 
not [107, 108]. The roles of autophagy on PC cell death 
under hypoxic condition await further research.

Maintenance of stemness under hypoxia
Hypoxic areas within tumors provide well-established 
niches for cancer cells to acquire and maintain stem-like 
properties, referred to as the cancer stem cell (CSC) phe-
notype, such as self-renewal, sphere-forming and meta-
static ability, and an undifferentiated state [109, 110]. 
Pancreatic CSCs harbor high heterogeneity in terms of 
their surface and intracellular markers as well as their 
response to chemotherapy, radiation, and hypoxia [111]. 
Although many pancreatic CSC markers have been 
reported, such as CD24, CD44, epithelial surface antigen 
(ESA) [112], CD133 [109], CD184 (C-X-C chemokine 
receptor type 4, CXCR4), side population (SP) [113], 
nestin [114], and c-Met [115], relatively few studies 
have determined the underlying mechanisms regarding 
how these CSC markers regulate the stemness or tumo-
rigenicity of PC. CD133 enriched in Capan1M9 cell line 
encourages cell migratory ability and EMT phenomenon 
by increasing expression and transcriptional activity 
of HIF-1α under hypoxia [116]. However, mechanisms 
regarding how CD133 modulates HIF-1α expression are 
not fully known. Expression of another pancreatic CSC 
marker nestin is necessary to drive EMT and to promote 
cell migration and invasion in PDAC. Hypoxia induces 
nestin expression in PDAC cells via the TGF-β1/Smad4 
pathway. More importantly, elevated nestin expression 
promotes a positive feedback constitutive activation of 
TGF-β1/Smad signaling by increasing the expression of 
TGF-β1, TβR1, and TβR2 in nestin-positive PDAC cells 
[117].

HIF-dependent transcriptional activity is a key con-
tributor to PC stemness [118, 119].  CD133+ cells colocal-
ize to the hypoxic areas within PC and have an increased 
HIF-1α activity [120]. A subpopulation of human PC cell 
lines was observed to upregulate CD133 and increase 
invasiveness in a predominantly HIF-1α-dependent man-
ner under hypoxia [110]. Under hypoxic condition, the 
percentage of  CD133+ PC cells as well as markers for 
stemness including Sox2, Bmi1, Lin28, and Nanog were 
reduced by retention in endoplasmic reticulum 1 (RER1) 
knockdown but were increased by RER1 overexpression, 
suggesting hypoxia-induced stemness may be mediated 
by RER1. HIF-1α acts as an upstream positive regulator 
of RER1 and thus participates in hypoxia-induced pan-
creatic CSC phenotype [121]. Similarly, HIF-1α increases 
PDAC stemness marker expression indirectly through 

induction of P4HA1 expression [31]. Triptolide, an anti-
cancer compound, significantly decreases HIF-1α tran-
scriptional activity via depletion of its coactivator p300 
which involves the assembly of the transcription complex 
of HIF-1α, leading to the decreased population of stem 
cells in PC [122]. Additionally, the increases of  CD133+ 
cells and stemness-associated proteins Nanog and Oct-4 
are closely associated with the overexpression of HIF-2α, 
suggesting that HIF-2α may be also involved in mainte-
nance of PC stemness [44].

Hypoxia-induced autophagy has a potential role in the 
induction and maintenance of PC stemness. Intermittent 
hypoxia maintains stem cell-like properties and upregu-
lates the expression of CSC signature markers such as 
CD133, Oct-4, and Sox-2, as well as enhances HIF-1α-
induced autophagy in PANC-1 cells [123]. It was further 
demonstrated that HIF-1α-mediated autophagy is criti-
cal for the conversion of non-stem PC cells into  CD133+ 
stem-like cells under intermittent hypoxia [124]. Physi-
ologically elevated levels of autophagy enable the sur-
vival of pancreatic CSCs in a hypoxic microenvironment. 
Interference of autophagy with its inhibitors or activators 
resensitizes PC stem-like cells to apoptosis and dimin-
ishes the CSC phenotype and expression of CSC-related 
genes in vivo [125].

Maintenance of oxidative homeostasis regulates PC 
stemness by balancing ROS levels. Hypoxia-driven, 
ROS-induced PSC activation increases the expression 
and secretion of OPN, which promotes pancreatic CSC-
like properties by activating the integrin αvβ3-Akt/Erk-
FOXM1 pathway in a paracrine manner [70]. Inhibition 
of HO-1, an Nrf2-regulated antioxidant enzyme, under 
hypoxia not only increases ROS production but also 
reduces the expression of stemness markers CD133 and 
CD44 in Capan-1 and CD18/HPAF cell lines, indicating 
that hypoxia-induced PC stemness is probably medi-
ated by HO-1 via its capability of reducing intracellular 
ROS levels [93]. Compared with non-stem PANC-1 cells, 
PANC-1 CSCs express a relative high level of endogenous 
GPX4, which regulates oxidative homeostasis and sus-
tains the stemness phenotype in PANC-1 CSCs [126]. 
Indeed, hypoxia-triggered  CD133+ PC cells present 
lower production of ROS compared to  CD133− cells, and 
they even show little or no ROS accumulation following 
treatment with cytotoxic chemotherapeutic drugs that 
classically induce ROS production. Low mitochondrial 
complex I and complex IV activity in  CD133+ PC cells 
may protect them from ROS accumulation [120].

EMT, invasion, migration, and metastasis under hypoxia
The oxygen concentration in the microenvironment is 
a dynamic switch for plasticity regulation in cells [127]. 
Intratumoral hypoxia induces epithelial-mesenchymal 
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transition (EMT) transformation in PC cells, while 
exposure to normoxia or hyperoxia causes a rever-
sal of EMT [128]. A considerable amount of literature 
has previously indicated that HIF-1α [129] and NF-κB 
[130, 131] plays critical roles in hypoxia-induced EMT. 
Hypoxia or overexpression of HIF-1α promotes EMT in 
PC cells, which is largely dependent on NF-κB activity 
[132]. Furthermore, the expression of HIF-1α protein 
is inhibited by NF-κB(p65) siRNA, while the overex-
pression of NF-κB(p65) protein and NF-κB DNA bind-
ing activity are inhibited by HIF-1α siRNA, indicating 
that HIF-1α and NF-κB may constitute a loop to acti-
vate each other to promote the EMT program [133]. 
By inhibiting hypoxia-dependent HIF-1α and NF-κB 
activation, N-acetylcysteine (NAC) can suppress the 
expression of EMT regulators, such as Snail, Twist, and 
Slug in hypoxic areas of primary PC [134]. Moreover, 
triptolide can decrease HIF-1α-induced transcriptional 
signaling [122] and downregulate NF-κB activity [122, 
135], which reverses hypoxia-induced EMT and stem-
like features in PC [135].

Activated by hypoxia [136], Twist can act as a direct 
target of both HIF-1α and -2α to promote EMT in PC. 
In hypoxic PC cell lines, HIF-1α-mediated overexpres-
sion of Twist recruits EZH2 and Ring1B to trimethylate 
H3K27 and monoubiquitylate H2AK119, respectively. 
These histone modifications repress E-cadherin and 
p16 transcription by binding to the E-box (es) of their 
promoters, leading to hypoxia-induced EMT in PC 
[137]. HIF-2α promotes EMT of PC cell through the 
direct binding of Twist2 to the promoter of E-cadherin 
in -714  bp region site, rather than -295  bp promoter 
region site [138]. In contrast to Twist2, Twist1 has no 
binding capacity to neither of the above transcription 
regions of E-cadherin in PC. Which subtype of Twists 
binds to E-cadherin and contributes to EMT process 
appears to depend on different tumor types, and Twist2 
is for PC [138]. In addition to Twist, other transcrip-
tion factors also play a key role in EMT by negatively 
regulating adherens and tight junction proteins such as 
E-cadherin, claudins, occluding, and marvelD3. Snail 
can directly bind to E-boxes in the promoters of clau-
din/occludin genes and repress their expression, result-
ing in loss of epithelial cell polarity [139]. Activation 
of the HIF-1α-Snail regulatory axis induces EMT in 
hypoxic PC cells [128]. The high expression of protein 
kinase Cα (PKCα) downregulates claudin-1 and occlu-
din via Snail- and MAPK/ERK dependent pathways, 
leading to EMT in PANC-1 cells treated with hypoxia 
or TGF-β1 treatment [140]. Another tight junction pro-
tein MarvelD3 is transcriptionally downregulated in 
Snail-induced EMT in PC cells as a result of hypoxia, 
TGF-β treatment, or knockdown of forkhead box 

transcription factor A2 (FOXA2), along with a decrease 
in cell polarity [141].

Intratumoral hypoxia is associated with the inva-
sion and metastasis of PC [142]. The exceptionally high 
metastatic PDAC subpopulation is enriched for hypoxia-
induced genes [143]. HIF-1α may be a dominant factor 
driving the metastatic progression of PC [144]. HIF-1-ac-
tive cells constitute a large proportion of invasive and 
metastatic PC cells, whose eradication would compro-
mise malignant progression in advanced PC [142]. The 
YEATS domain containing 2 (YEATS2) protein is a selec-
tive histone crotonylation reader that regulates the activ-
ity of histone deacetylases. HIF-1α increases YEATS2 
expression via binding to its hypoxia response element 
(HRE) to promote the proliferation and migration of PC 
cells under hypoxia [145]. Moreover, HIF-1α mediates 
transcriptional activation of urokinase-type plasminogen 
activator receptor (uPAR) and uPAR-dependent angioin-
vasion, which is critical for hypoxia-induced metastasis 
[146]. LIM and SH3 protein 1 (LASP-1) is a direct target 
gene for HIF-1α, associated with actin assembly dynam-
ics in cancer cells. HIF-1α stimulates LASP1 overexpres-
sion and promotes migration and invasion of PDAC cells 
in vitro and metastasis in xenograft mouse models [147]. 
Quiescin sulfhydryl oxidase 1 (QSOX1) is upregulated 
in human PC cell lines treated with hypoxia. HIF-1α 
induces QSOX1 expression by directly binding to two 
HREs of its gene, and subsequently, matrix metallopro-
teinase (MMP)-2 and MMP-9 are activated to promote 
hypoxia-induced PC cell invasion [148]. Hypoxia stimu-
lates HIF-3α expression to a greater extent than HIF-1α 
and HIF-2α in multiple PC cell lines. HIF-3α promotes 
PC cell invasion and metastasis via transcriptional modu-
lation of RhoC-ROCK1 signaling pathway which medi-
ates the function of HIF-3α in controlling the cytoskeletal 
structure and stabilizing stress fibers [149]. There are 
several critical molecules involved in aggressive pro-
cess of PDAC as well. Hypoxia-related expression of the 
enzyme lysyl oxidase (LOX) is increased in metastatic 
tumors from KPC mice and is required for mutant p53-
driven invasion. LOX inhibition prevents both migra-
tion and invasion of KPC cells [150]. Ion channels are 
emerging factors in modulating cell migration. Under 
hypoxic microenvironment, the voltage dependent 
potassium channel K(V) 11.1 promotes PDAC cell migra-
tion through a complex regulation of f-actin assembly in 
stress fibers as well as formation and dynamics in filopo-
dia [151]. Intratumoral hypoxia induces the expression of 
transcription factor Blimp1, which functions as a molec-
ular switch that transiently promotes pro-metastatic gene 
expression and inhibits cell division in PDAC [143].

Interestingly, HIF-1α could even act as a tumor sup-
pressor to prevent invasion and metastasis of PC cells. 
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Deficiency of HIF-1α in PC cells enhances the expres-
sion of protein phosphatase 1 regulatory inhibitor subu-
nit 1B (PPP1R1B), leading to phosphorylation of E3 
ubiquitin-protein ligase (MDM2) at Ser166 and sub-
sequent degradation of the p53 tumor suppressor pro-
tein. Loss of residual p53 significantly increases the 
metastatic potential of PC cells [152]. Moreover, genetic 
deletion of pancreas-specific HIF-1α drastically acceler-
ates  KrasG12D-driven PDAC neoplasia by enhancing B 
lymphocyte infiltration, indicating a protective role of 
HIF-1α in PC initiation [153]. Clinically, it was also dem-
onstrated that weak HIF-1α expression correlates with 
poor prognosis in resectable PC and is an independent 
prognostic factor for PDAC-specific deaths [154]. From 
this perspective, the roles of HIF-1α in PC seem to be 
context dependent [152].

Activation of the Hh signaling pathway could mediate 
EMT in PC, concomitant with downregulated E-cad-
herin expression and upregulated vimentin expression 
[155, 156]. Hypoxia triggers smoothened (SMO) without 
affecting sonic hedgehog homolog (SHH) or patched1 
(PTCH1) expression. SMO subsequently promotes GLI1 
phosphorylation and permits nuclear accumulation of 
GLI1. GLI1 is responsible for transcriptional activity of 
target genes such as E-cadherin and vimentin. Addition-
ally, some factors induced by hypoxia might bypass SMO 
to activate GLI1 directly, including TGF-β, KRAS or 
receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK). This SHH-independent 
process is described as non-canonical Hh signaling path-
way and is required for a switch in hypoxia-induced EMT 
and invasion in PC cells [157]. Curcumin can suppress 
hypoxia-induced EMT by inhibiting the Hh signaling 
pathway in PC [158]. Through the Hh signaling pathway, 
hypoxia-induced ROS production elevates expression 
of metastatic-related factors, urokinase-type plasmino-
gen activator (uPA) and MMP2, as well as invasive and 
migratory ability of PC cells [159]. The inhibitory effects 
of protein-bound polysaccharide (PSK) on prolifera-
tion and invasiveness in PDAC cells under hypoxia are 
attributed to the suppression of Hh signaling and HIF-1α 
pathways [160]. GLI1 is significantly increased by reoxy-
genation. GLI1 knockdown or SHH and SMO inhibi-
tion abrogates reoxygenation-induced increases in the 
invasiveness and metastasis of PDAC [161]. In addi-
tion to Hh signaling pathway, hypoxia-induced nuclear 
translocation of β-catenin also plays a role in initiating 
EMT [162]. In Bxpc-3 cells, β-catenin/EMT signaling 
mediated by hypoxia is blocked by forced expression of 
dickkopf-related protein 3 (DKK3) which is expressed at 
significantly lower levels in PC tissues than normal tis-
sues due to its frequent methylation [163]. WNT7A, an 
important ligand of Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathways, 
presents significant high expression in PC tissue and is 

markedly upregulated in hypoxia culture condition. It 
might increase the migration capacity of cancer cells by 
enhancing EMT in PDAC [164].

Existing evidence shows that the aberrant expression 
of noncoding RNAs participates in hypoxia-induced 
aggressive and metastatic phenotypes of PC. Long non-
coding RNA (lncRNA) NORAD is highly expressed in 
PDAC and upregulates during hypoxia. NORAD pro-
motes EMT and metastasis under hypoxia by upregu-
lating the small GTP binding protein RhoA in vitro and 
in vivo, which is attributed to the function of NORAD as 
a ceRNA to compete for miR-125a-3p [165]. In hypoxia-
cultured CFPAC-1 and BxPC-3 cells, expression of miR-
301a is increased by HIF-2α. Overexpression of miR-301a 
facilitates the hypoxia-induced EMT in PDAC cells by 
targeting downstream TP63 directly [166]. MiR-210 acti-
vates the NF-κB signaling pathway by inhibiting HOXA9 
expression and mediates the occurrence of HIF-1α-
induced EMT in hypoxic PC cells [132]. FEZF1‐AS1, a 
recently described oncogenic lncRNA, enhances PC cell 
proliferation and invasion ability by sponging the inhibi-
tory effect of miR‐142 on HIF‐1α under hypoxia condi-
tion [167]. Increased expression of miR-224 suppresses 
thioredoxin-interacting protein (TXNIP) expression 
by targeting its 3′-UTR, leading to the nuclear trans-
location of HIF-1α and PDAC cell proliferation and 
migration [168]. In a hypoxia microenvironment, PC 
cell-derived exosomal miR-301a-3p polarizes M2 mac-
rophages by activating PTEN/PI3K signaling pathway, 
which enhances metastatic potential of PC cells in vitro 
and in vivo [169]. Reintroduction of miR-125a promotes 
mitochondrial fission in PANC-1 cells through inhibition 
of Mfn2 transcription and expression. Extensive mito-
chondrial fission impairs the cellular migration capacity 
via induction of F-actin depolymerization into G-actin 
[170]. Table 1 shows the roles and underlying regulatory 
mechanisms of hypoxia-related noncoding RNAs on pro-
gression of PC [53, 104, 132, 165–187].

The CSC characteristics of subpopulations of PDAC 
cells correlate with their aggressive and metastatic phe-
notypes. It was proposed that only PC cells with stemness 
properties acquire pronounced migratory potential with 
hypoxia-induced EMT [188]. Indeed, the dissemination 
and re-establishment of CSCs from the primary tumor 
to a secondary site are required for sustained metastatic 
growth [123]. Mechanistically, CD133 enhances N-cad-
herin expression via the Src/Slug signaling axis to facili-
tate EMT in PC [189]. Moreover, CD133 initiates the 
expression and transcriptional activity of HIF-1α, which 
encourages PC migratory and metastatic ability by induc-
ing EMT gene transcription or autophagy under hypoxia 
[116, 123]. Furthermore, hypoxia induces a positive 
feedback loop of constitutive activation between nestin 
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expression and the TGF-β1/Smad4 pathway [117]. As 
one of the pancreatic CSC markers, nestin is necessary to 
drive EMT and to promote cell migration and invasion in 
PDAC [114].

Hypoxic microenvironment remodeling by stromal 
cells also contributes to the aggressive and metastatic 
behavior of PC. Hypoxia stimulates HGF secretion from 
fibroblast MRC5 cells, which subsequently increases 
c-Met phosphorylation and MMP activity in PC PK8 
cells. This hypoxic cancer-stromal crosstalk might be 
mediated by HIF-1α and enhances the invasive features 
of PC [190]. Moreover, hypoxia-induced procollagen-
lysine, 2-oxoglutarate 5-dioxygenase 2 (PLOD2) expres-
sion in PSCs regulates the parallel patterning of ECM 
fiber architecture, which creates a permissive microen-
vironment for directional migration of PC cells [191]. 
Furthermore, increased secretion of IL-6 from hypoxic 

PSCs accelerates PC cell invasion, EMT, and metasta-
sis through activation of ERK/NF-κB axis, which can be 
counterbalanced by curcumin [192]. Depletion of CAFs 
suppresses immune surveillance by increasing the pro-
portion of  CD4+Foxp3+ Tregs and induces hypoxia, 
EMT, and CSC formation, leading to invasive and undif-
ferentiated state of PDAC [193]. In contrast, it was also 
reported that arginase II expressed in CAFs after expo-
sure to hypoxia mediates immune suppression in PC by 
reducing the level of arginine which is essential for T cell 
activity and survival [194]. Though the roles of CAFs in 
immune response under PC hypoxic microenvironment 
remain controversial, it is obvious that microenviron-
mental remodeling is a critical factor for fostering the 
metastatic ability of PDAC [143]. Figure  3 depicts the 
effects of microenvironmental remodeling on PC pro-
gression under hypoxic conditions.

Table 1 Hypoxia-related noncoding RNAs in pancreatic cancer

ADAM10, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 10; ATF3, activating transcription factor 3; FOXC2, forkhead box protein C2; FOXO1, forkhead 
box protein O1; HDAC, histone deacetylase; HOXA9, homeobox A9; LDHA, lactate dehydrogenase A; MCT1, monocarboxylate transporter 1; Mfn2, mitofusin 2; MIIP, 
migration and invasion inhibitory protein; MTA2, metastasis associated protein 2; ncRNAs, noncoding RNAs; RhoA, ras homolog family member A; SIRT1, sirtuin 1; 
TAp63, transactivation domain of tumor protein p63; TXNIP, thioredoxin-interacting protein; YB1, y box binding protein 1; ZEB1, zinc finger E-box-binding homeobox 1

ncRNAs Expression in PC Mechanisms Main functions References

lncRNA

NORAD Up NORAD—miR-125a-3p—RhoA Promotes EMT and metastasis [165]

FEZF1-AS1 Up FEZF1-AS1—miR-142—HIF-1α Promotes cell proliferation and invasion ability [167]

MTA2TR Up MTA2TR—ATF3—MTA2—HIF-1α loop Promotes cell proliferation and invasion [174]

BX111 Up HIF-1α—YB1—ZEB1—E-cadherin, MMP2 Promotes growth and metastasis [175]

NUTF2P3-001 Up NUTF2P3-001—miR-3923—KRAS Promotes the proliferation and invasion [176]

CF129 Down HIF-1α—CF129—p53—FOXC2 loop Inhibits cell proliferation, invasion, and metastasis [177]

miRNA

circ_0000977 Up circ_0000977—miR-153—HIF-1α, ADAM10 Promotes immune escape [178]

miR-191 Up HIF-1α—miR-191 Promotes tumorigenesis [179]

miR-21 Up miR-21—HIF-1α—VEGF, MMP2, MMP9 Promotes cell proliferation, migration, and inva-
sion

[180]

HIF-1α—miR-21 Avoids apoptosis [181]

miR-210 Up miR-210—HOXA9—NF-κB Promotes EMT [132]

miR-212 Up HIF-1α—miR-212 Promotes progression [182]

miR-224 Up miR-224—TXNIP—HIF-1α Promotes cell proliferation and migration [168]

miR-301a Up HIF-2α—miR-301a—TP63 Promotes EMT [166]

miR-301a—TAp63 [173]

miR-301a-3p Up miR-301a-3p—PTEN/PI3K—M2 macrophages 
polarization

Promotes metastasis [169]

miR-646 Up HIF-1α—miR-646—MIIP—HDAC6 loop Promotes proliferation and invasion [183]

miR-124 Down miR-124—MCT1—HIF-1α—LDHA Increases intracellular pH, inhibits glycolytic activ-
ity and tumor growth

[53]

miR-125a Down miR-125a—Mfn2—mitochondrial fission Impairs cell migration capacity [170]

miR-138-5p Down miR-138-5p—SIRT1—FOXO1—Rab7 Inhibits autophagy and tumor growth [104]

miR-142 Down miR-142—HIF-1α—vimentin, VEGF-C, E-cadherin Inhibits proliferation, EMT, and invasion [184]

miR-150 Down miRNA-150—CXCR4 Inhibits migration and invasion [185]

miR-519 Down miR-519—PD-L1 Inhibits cell invasiveness, and induces apoptosis [186]

miR-548an Down HIF-1α—HDAC1—miR-548an—vimentin Inhibits the proliferation and invasion [187]
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Pathological angiogenesis under hypoxia
HIFs are essential to hypoxia-induced angiogenesis in 
PC through the transcriptional activation of various 
proangiogenic factors, such as VEGF. Human clath-
rin heavy chain (CHC) contributes to the stability and 
nuclear translocation of HIF-1α, thereby promoting 
VEGF expression and angiogenesis in PC [195]. PHDs 
are the oxygen sensors regulating HIFs. Both PHD2 and 
PHD3 are hypoxia-inducible, and they can inhibit tumor 
growth through abrogation of HIF-1-dependent angio-
genesis [196, 197]. NF-κB is activated to assist HIF-1α 
in enhancing the expression of angiogenic factors in the 
presence of hypoxia in PC [198]. Under hypoxic condi-
tions, PKM2 and p65 are translocated to the nucleus, 
where PKM2 interacts with NF-κB/p65 to activate the 
transcription of HIF-1α and its target gene VEGF-A. As 
a result, increased secretion of VEGF causes a boost in 
blood vessel formation of hypoxic PC [199]. Moreover, 
overexpression of NF-κB increases transcription of heat 
shock protein 90 (Hsp90) and its client protein HIF-1α. 
Treatment with curcumin analogs inhibits transcrip-
tion of HSP90, NF-κB, and HIF-1α, and thus displays 
antiangiogenic effects [200]. P-Stat3 is also a hypoxia-
responsive nuclear transcription factor and can syn-
ergistically work with HIF-1α to regulate angiogenesis 
under hypoxia [201]. Hypoxia recruits the formation of 
the HIF-1α/p300/p-Stat3 complex, which facilitates 
VEGF production and angiogenesis. HIF-1α activation 
and Stat3 expression can be blocked by triptolidenol-1 
via inhibition of the upstream PI3K/Akt/mTOR path-
way [202]. Moreover, hypoxia-induced VEGF expression 
in PANC-1 cells is mediated by the ERK/AKT-HIF-
1α-VEGF and Stat3-HIF-1α-VEGF signaling pathways, 
which can be targeted by α-solanine [201]. The Ape-1/
Ref-1 redox domain function is required for the main-
tenance of pancreatic cancer-associated endothelial cells 
and endothelial progenitor cells, which contributes to 
tumor angiogenesis. Inhibition of the Ape-1/Ref-1 redox 
domain decreases the DNA binding activity of HIF-1α 
and reduces secreted and intracellular VEGF in PC cells 
[203]. MUC1 is hypoxia responsive in cells derived from 
metastatic PC and facilitates translocation of HIF-1α 
to the nucleus [204]. Furthermore, MUC1 overexpres-
sion activates the expression of multiple hypoxia-driven 
proangiogenic factors, including connective tissue 
growth factor (CTGF), VEGF-A, and platelet-derived 
growth factor-B (PDGFB), leading to endothelial cell 
tube formation in hypoxia-stressed PC cells [205]. Thus, 
MUC1 might promote pathological angiogenesis in 
hypoxic PC by stabilizing HIF-1α.

Although HIF-1α plays an essential role in the expres-
sion of proangiogenic cytokines, hypoxic PC cells can ini-
tiate an alternate pathway of angiogenesis in the absence 

of HIF-1α. Knockdown of HIF-1α stimulates the accumu-
lation of glycogen due to the lack of HIF-1α-dependent 
glycogenolytic enzymes. Intracellular glycogen accumu-
lation further drives the formation of immune-attractant 
inflammatory cytokines. Subsequently, conventional 
dendritic cells are recruited and release proangiogenic 
factors to sustain tumor vascularization [206]. Addition-
ally, activation of protease-activated receptor-2 (PAR-2) 
augments MEK-ERK-mediated VEGF-A expression to 
promote angiogenesis in PC, independent of HIF-1α or 
HIF-2α [207]. Therefore, agents targeting HIFs only may 
be not enough to effectively prevent hypoxia-induced PC 
angiogenesis.

Hypoxia‑induced resistance to therapy
Apart from surgical resection, chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy are considered as the primary treatment 
approaches for PC patients at the present. It is generally 
recognized that chronic hypoxia is strongly associated 
with resistance to cytotoxic chemotherapy and radio-
therapy of PC through various mechanisms. Gemcit-
abine is a standard first-line chemotherapeutic agent for 
PC patients as a single-agent therapy [208]. Gemcitabine 
promotes the degradation of mono-ADP ribosylated 
poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) through the 
autophagy pathway to induce DNA damage in PC cells. 
However, hypoxia reduces autophagic activity and thus 
suppresses gemcitabine-induced PARP-1 degradation, 
leading to gemcitabine resistance [209]. Gemcitabine 
treatment promotes PC cell stemness and resultant 
chemoresistance through activation of the AKT/Notch1 
signaling cascade. This acquired gemcitabine resist-
ance is synergistically aggravated by the hypoxic niche 
[6]. Clinical research has shown that high expression of 
L-type amino acid transporter 1 (LAT1) is closely corre-
lated with hypoxia-induced genes and chemoresistance 
in PDAC patients [210]. The mRNA-binding protein HuR 
stabilizes the proto-oncogene PIM1 mRNA transcript 
and promotes hypoxia-induced PIM1-dependent chem-
oresistance in PDAC cells [211]. Hypoxia enhances the 
resistance of PC cells to gemcitabine-induced apoptosis 
mainly through the activation of PI3K/Akt/NF-κB signal-
ing and partially through the MEK/ERK pathways [212]. 
Selective inhibition of G protein-coupled receptor 55 
(GPR55) attenuates the MEK/ERK and PI3K-Akt path-
ways to diminish the expression and function of multi-
drug resistance (MDR) proteins such as P-glycoprotein 
(Pgp) and ATP-binding cassette subfamily G member 2 
 (ABCG2) in PANC-1 cells, resulting reduced resistance 
to doxorubicin and gemcitabine [213]. In Capan-2 cells, 
phosphorylated ERK1/2 upregulates  ABCG2 expression 
through the binding of HIF-1α to its promoter and thus 
mediates drug resistance under hypoxic conditions [214].
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HIFs play pivotal roles in hypoxia-induced ther-
apy resistance of PC. High HIF-1α expression in 
PDAC cells markedly induces neomicrovascularity 
and reduces sensitivity to gemcitabine under hypoxia 
[215]. Inhibition of HIF-1α enhances chemosensitiv-
ity to gemcitabine in PC cells through suppression of 
autophagic flux [216]. IL-37/Stat3/HIF-1α constitutes 
a negative regulatory loop to decrease IL-37 expres-
sion in PDAC cells and drives gemcitabine resistance 
[217]. As a member of the P63 family, TAp63 reverses 
hypoxia-induced gemcitabine resistance via degra-
dation of HIF-1α. MiR-301a inhibits its downstream 
target TAp63 and therefore promotes gemcitabine 
resistance [173]. HIF-1α is stabilized by MUC1 in gem-
citabine-resistant PC cells, leading to glycolytic flux 
and de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis. Targeting HIF-1α 
or HIF-1α-mediated metabolic pathways improves the 
efficacy of gemcitabine [33]. HIF-2α induces expression 
of the SLC1A5 variant under hypoxia, which promotes 
mitochondrial glutamine metabolism and confers gem-
citabine resistance to PC cells [60]. Irradiation upregu-
lates HIF-1α expression in PDAC cells and conversely 
mediates radioresistance. Inhibition of HSP90 over-
comes HIF-1α-induced radioresistance and potenti-
ates the antitumor effects of chemoradiotherapy [218]. 
PHD3 is downregulated in PC cells, but its overexpres-
sion can exacerbate irradiation-induced apoptosis and 
improve radiotherapy efficacy by promoting the degra-
dation of HIF-1α, especially under hypoxia [219].

Gemcitabine chemoresistance can be mediated by 
modulation of redox homeostasis. ROS induction upon 
gemcitabine treatment results in the nuclear accumula-
tion of NF-κB and HIF-1α through activation of ERK1/2 
and Akt. Enhanced binding of NF-κB and HIF-1α to the 
CXCR4 promoter upregulates the expression of CXCR4, 
which facilitates the migration and invasion of gemcit-
abine-treated PC cells and mediates acquired gemcit-
abine resistance [220]. Consistently, the ROS scavenger 
NAC sensitizes PC to gemcitabine by inactivating the 
NF-κB pathway [221]. In contrast, elevated ROS levels 
under hypoxia have also been demonstrated to improve 
gemcitabine chemotherapeutic efficacy. For example, 
silencing of enolase 1 (ENO1), a multifunctional gly-
colytic enzyme, sensitizes PC cells to hypoxia-induced 
chemoresistance by increasing intracellular ROS [222].

Notably, some targeted inhibitors in clinical trials may 
decrease the chemosensitivity of hypoxic PDAC cells to 
some chemotherapy drugs. For example, the SMO inhibi-
tor cyclopamine significantly increases chemoresistance 
to 5-FU and gemcitabine under hypoxia [223]. Therefore, 
interference between agents administrated in vivo should 
be fully taken into account when combination therapies 
are used.

Hypoxia-based therapeutic strategies for PC
Strategies to ameliorate blood vessel perfusion and lessen 
tissue hypoxia
PC is characterized by structural and functional abnor-
malities in blood vessels that impair vascular perfusion 
and increase hypoxia-associated malignant phenotypes, 
severely affecting antineoplastic drug delivery and radio-
therapy effectiveness [224]. Therefore, vascular normal-
izing strategies aimed at ameliorating cancer perfusion 
and lessening tissue hypoxia have been developed to 
hamper PC progression. The semaphorin-3A (SEMA3A) 
point mutant isoform displays stronger activity on the 
inhibition of endothelial cells (ECs) in PC models due to 
its high affinity to bind Plexin A4 (PLXNA4) compared 
with its wild-type counterpart. Owing to this feature, the 
mutated SEMA3A protein isoform successfully normal-
izes the vasculature, curbs tumor growth and metastatic 
progression, and effectively improves the sensitivity to 
chemotherapy [225]. The nucleolin antagonist N6L mark-
edly increases pericyte coverage and vessel perfusion 
and inhibits tumor hypoxia in PDAC mice, in parallel to 
decreased angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2) secretion and expres-
sion in ECs. As a consequence of tumor vascular normal-
ization, pretreatment with N6L efficiently improves the 
delivery and efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs. Ang-2 
in the plasma may be a suitable response biomarker for 
N6L treatment in PC [226]. Myo-inositol trispyroph-
osphate (ITPP) treatment restores PC normoxia in the 
rapid early and sustainable late stage by normalizing 
vessel structure and decreasing desmoplasia, resulting 
in elevated immune cell influx, enhanced chemotherapy 
susceptibility and synergistic life prolongation [227]. 
Intravenous administration of vascular proangiogenic 
cells derived from cultured bone marrow mononuclear 
cells in vitro into pancreatic tumor-bearing mice triggers 
a functional normalization of the tumor vasculature and 
a marked reduction in hallmarks involved in drug resist-
ance and cancer cell stemness [228]. Unlike the inhibitory 
effects of vascular normalization strategies on angiogenic 
factors, the protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) inhibitor 
LB-100 increases microvessel density and blood perfu-
sion via HIF-1α-VEGF-mediated angiogenesis to enhance 
the cytotoxicity of doxorubicin in PC models [229].

Reducing pressure from solid tissue components, 
namely solid stress, is considered another effective 
strategy to ameliorate blood vessel perfusion. Hyaluro-
nan (HA) is implicated as the primary tumor intersti-
tial matrix molecule to compress PDAC blood vessels 
and limit vascular perfusion due to its swelling behavior 
[230]. The accumulation of HA in tumors is accompanied 
by vascular collapse, hypoxia, and drug resistance [231]. 
Enzymatic degradation of HA mediated by PEGylated 
PH20 hyaluronidase (PEGPH20) leads to vascular 
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expansion, reduced hypoxia, increased extracellular pH, 
and depleted stores of VEGF-A165 in HA-accumulat-
ing tumors, including PC [231]. Collagen collaborates 
with HA to compress PC blood vessels. The angioten-
sin inhibitor losartan not only reduces stromal collagen 
and HA production but also decreases stromal fibrosis 
signaling and consequently increases vascular perfusion 
and potentiates chemotherapy [232]. LOX inhibition 
synergizes with gemcitabine to kill tumors through stro-
mal alterations, including decreased fibrillar collagen, 
increased vasculature, and elevated infiltration of mac-
rophages and neutrophils into PC [150].

Metronomic gemcitabine treatment is also a prefer-
able approach to improve perfusion and reduce hypoxia 
in human PDAC. Metronomic gemcitabine-treated PC 
exhibits consistent antitumor efficacy but better tissue 
perfusion and less toxicities than their maximum toler-
ated dose (MTD)-driven regimens, concomitant with 
a prominent reduction in hypoxia, CAFs, and multiple 
proangiogenic factors [233]. The therapeutic efficacy of 
metronomic gemcitabine is markedly superior to that of 
the dedicated antiangiogenic agent DC101 in PC [234]. 
In terms of their activity modes, compared with DC10-
treated tumors, metronomic gemcitabine-treated tumors 
have a higher and more functional vessel density, which 
decreases hypoxia, and they are better perfused with 
blood flow that is uniformly distributed in the tumor 
rather than confined to the periphery [234].

Strategies to decrease vascular perfusion and target 
the hypoxic tumor microenvironment
In contrast to vascular normalizing strategies, starva-
tion therapy engineered by an extravascular gelation 
shrinkage-derived internal stress strategy reduces ves-
sel density, occludes blood supply and tumor migration 
passages, and induces hypoxia and apoptosis, thereby 
suppressing PANC-1 PC growth, metastasis, and recur-
rence [235]. Apart from squeezing and narrowing blood 
vessels by increasing extravascular pressure, tumor 
angiogenesis is targeted to realize starvation therapy 
as well. The tyrosine kinase inhibitor BIBF 1120 (nint-
edanib) displays potent antiangiogenic effects evidenced 
by decreases in microvessel density, pericyte coverage, 
vessel permeability, and perfusion in preclinical models 
of PC. Despite being accompanied by increased hypoxia, 
EMT is not induced in BIBF 1120-treated tumors [236]. 
As an angiogenesis and heparanase inhibitor, PG545 
reduces microvessel density, disrupts vascular func-
tion, and elevates intratumoral hypoxia but avoids 
hypoxia-derived collagen deposition and PDAC progres-
sion [237]. Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibition can 
potentiate the efficacy of anti-VEGF therapy by revers-
ing hypoxia-induced EMT and promoting an immune 

landscape that increases tumor-associated  CD8+ T cells 
while reducing  FoxP3+ T cells and FasL expression on 
the tumor endothelium [238]. The antitumoral activity 
of propofol is associated with its antagonization of neo-
vascularization by inhibiting the activation and expres-
sion of ADAM8 in response to hypoxia in PC [239]. The 
hypoxic cell radiosensitizer TX-1877 not only enhances 
the hypoxic radioresponse in PC but also shows the anti-
tumor activity through suppression of angiogenesis and 
metastasis [240]. Compared to the potential protumor 
risks brought by increased hypoxia during antiangiogenic 
therapy, Fuco-MnO2-NPs dually target tumor hypoxia 
and angiogenesis, which reverses radioresistance [241].

Hypoxia-activated prodrugs (HAPs) are relatively inert 
in tissues with physiological  pO2 levels but are specifically 
activated under hypoxic conditions to release cytotoxic 
or cytostatic effectors, therefore improving antitumor 
efficacy while lowering side effects from nonspecific 
toxicities [242]. The hypoxia-activated cytotoxin AQ4N 
can readily penetrate BxPC-3 tumors and converse into 
the potent antineoplastic metabolite AQ4, which rapidly 
accumulates in tumor tissues. Tumor growth, progres-
sion, and survival are significantly delayed in a manner 
comparable to gemcitabine after single-agent administra-
tion of AQ4N in multiple preclinical models of PC [243]. 
Incorporation of the hypoxia-targeted agent TH-302 into 
ionizing radiation (IR) therapy is particularly effective 
in treating more rapidly growing and hypoxic patient-
derived pancreatic xenografts (PDXs) [244]. Hydralazine 
enhances the efficacy of TH-302 in PC by acutely reduc-
ing tumor perfusion and exacerbating hypoxia within 
the tumor microenvironment, although the effect size 
is small [245]. Nonpharmacological methods, such as 
supplying exogenous pyruvate, also improve TH-302 
activity by transiently increasing tumor hypoxia. Com-
bination therapy of pyruvate plus TH-302 significantly 
decreases tumor growth and increases survival in mul-
tiple PC models [246]. To overcome the barrier that the 
deep-located hypoxic regions are usually less accessible 
to intravenously injected drug carriers or drugs, hypoxia-
responsive lipid nanoparticles (LNs) that encapsulate 
gemcitabine in the aqueous core have been designed. LNs 
penetrate deeper and release gemcitabine to the hypoxic 
cores by reducing and destabilizing the lipid membrane 
under a low  pO2, resulting in decreased viability and 
enhanced cytotoxicity in the cultured PC cell spheroids 
[247].

Strategies targeting HIF signaling pathways
HIFs regulate the transcription of many genes in 
response to hypoxia and facilitate malignant phe-
notypes of PC, so targeting HIFs and related 
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signaling pathways may assist in PC therapy. Hypoxic 
cytotoxin TX-2098 exerts antitumor efficacy and pro-
longs survival in xenograft models of PC by inhibiting 
the expression of HIF-1α and HIF-1α-associated mole-
cules such as VEGF, glucose transporter 1, and aldolase 
A [248]. Compound 9o, one of the benzofuran deriva-
tives, dramatically suppresses PDAC growth in nude 
mice via the HIF-1α/VEGF pathway under hypoxic 
conditions [249]. A novel in  vivo CRISPR/Cas9 deliv-
ery system constructed by R8-dGR-modified cationic 
liposomes penetrates deeply into PC spheroids and 
enhances the antiproliferation and antimetastatic effect 
of paclitaxel in the BxPC-3 PC model through down-
regulation of HIF-1α and its downstream molecules 
VEGF and MMP9, without severe toxicity induced 
in  vivo [250]. Codelivery of gemcitabine and HIF-1α 
siRNA via lipid ε-polylysine copolymers (LENPs) leads 
to better stability and prolonged circulating time in 
the bloodstream than delivery of the free components 
and prevents innate immune activation by siRNA. This 
codelivery system effectively suppresses HIF-1α expres-
sion and consequently exhibits significant synergis-
tic antitumor and antimetastatic effects in  vivo [251]. 
Combined treatment with gemcitabine and the selec-
tive HIF-1α inhibitor PX-478 significantly inhibits PC 
growth by eliciting immunogenic cell death, because 
IFN-γ secretion by cytotoxic T lymphocytes and den-
dritic cell maturation/phagocytosis are induced only 
when the two agents are combined [252]. Moreover, 
PX-478 is also an enhancer of PC radiosensitivity, con-
tributing to acute tumor microvessel decompression 
and increased tumor blood flow through inhibition of 
tumoral and stromal HIF-1 proangiogenic signaling 
[253]. However, it has also been proposed that HIF-1α 
deletion is likely to cause pleiotropic effects, for exam-
ple, affecting the release of tumor suppressive pathways 
and accelerating PC growth [153]. Therefore, targeting 
specific downstream effectors rather than HIF-1α itself 
may be a more specific and less toxic therapeutic strat-
egy [41]. Inhibition of LDHA by FX11 decreases ATP 
levels, induces significant oxidative stress, increases 
cell death, and consequently suppresses the progression 
of sizable PC xenografts [254]. LDHA inhibitors also 
display synergistic cytotoxic effects with gemcitabine 
in hypoxic PDAC cells by modulating gemcitabine 
metabolism and restoring the synthesis of phosphoryl-
ated metabolites [255]. Knockdown or pharmacologic 
inhibition of CA9 in PDAC cells reduces gemcitabine-
induced glycolysis and overcomes hypoxia-induced 
gemcitabine resistance. Combined administration of 
the CA9 inhibitor SLC-0111 and gemcitabine signifi-
cantly slows tumor growth in multiple PC models [41].

Application of dynamic therapies on hypoxic PC
Dynamic therapies are dependent on the production of 
ROS derived from  O2 and/or reducible chemical spe-
cies present in tumor cells or tissues. As essential energy 
sources of dynamic therapies, light and sound have laid 
solid foundations in photodynamic therapy (PDT) and 
sonodynamic therapy (SDT), separately. Since  O2 is a key 
substrate for dynamic therapies, alternative strategies for 
supplying  O2 to hypoxic tissue are necessary to treat PC 
with these techniques [256]. A  CaO2-containing nano-
particle formulation harbors a pH-responsive polymer 
coat that enables the release of  CaO2 particles to water, 
resulting in molecular oxygen generation at a low envi-
ronmental pH. Subsequent significantly elevated tumor 
 pO2 dramatically improves the efficacy of PDT treatment 
on PC growth [257]. A type of oxygen self-sufficient PDT 
platform constructed by zeolite-catalase-methylene blue 
(ZCM) nanocapsules has also been developed. Upon 
implantation into the tumor area of mice, the nanocap-
sule efficiently overcomes tumor hypoxia through sus-
tained decomposition of endogenous  H2O2 and in  situ 
release of highly sustained  O2 gas bubbles. As a conse-
quence, the local PC cells are completely killed upon 
near-infrared laser irradiation without therapy-induced 
toxicity and recurrence [258]. The synthesized RuTe 
hollow nanorods (RuTeNRs) exhibit peroxidase-SOD-
catalase-like nanozymatic activity but lack oxidase-like 
activity and thus accelerate the efficient and continuous 
generation of  O2 and ROS, which are critical factors for 
RuTeNR-mediated hypoxic PC PDT under multiwave-
length laser irradiation [259]. Compared to the relatively 
shallow penetration depth of light in PDT, ultrasound 
(US) triggers deeper penetration in SDT, and therefore, 
SDT is preferable over PDT for treating deep tumors 
[260]. Compared to the use of oxygen-loaded, lipid-
stabilized microbubbles alone, their use in combination 
with a sensitizer drug enhances SDT in a hypoxic BxPc-3 
PC model, with more singlet oxygen generated, a greater 
cytotoxic effect observed, and a significant reduction 
in tumor volume [256]. An oxygen-self-produced SDT 
nanoplatform involving a modified fluorocarbon chain-
mediated oxygen delivery method relieves hypoxia and 
produces sufficient ROS to shrink hypoxic PANC-1 PC 
[261]. These oxygen delivery protocols hold great poten-
tial for reducing hypoxia-induced resistance to oxygen-
depleting therapies, which include but are not limited to 
dynamic therapies, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy.

Hypoxia-based therapeutic strategies are summa-
rized in Fig.  4, some of which have been applied to 
clinical trials to evaluate their efficacy and safety in the 
treatment of PC (as seen in Table  2). To date, only a 
modest number of clinical trials have been performed 
in the initial stages. They focused primarily on the 
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combined use of hypoxic agents with chemotherapy 
and/or radiotherapy. More attempts should be made to 
translational research on hypoxia-targeted strategies 
to identify novel treatment options for PC patients in 
the future.

Conclusion
PC exhibits higher levels of hypoxia than most solid 
tumors [9], and the presence of intratumoral hypoxia is 
associated with an unfavorable prognosis in PC patients. 
As the master transcription factors that regulate adaptive 

Fig. 4 Summary of hypoxia-based therapeutic strategies for PC. Arrows indicate positive modulations or transitions, while blunt ends indicate 
negative modulations. Abbreviations: HAPs, hypoxia-activated prodrugs; NIR, near-infrared radiation; PDT, photodynamic therapy; SDT, sonodynamic 
therapy; UV, ultraviolet
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responses to changes in tissue oxygenation, HIFs are 
highly involved in various hypoxia-induced malignant 
phenotypes of PC. These phenotypes have close correla-
tions with each other, and their molecular mechanisms 
constitute a signaling network in hypoxic microenviron-
ment of PC (as shown in Fig. 2). However, an increasing 
number of studies have shown that HIFs do not always 
act as tumor promoters to facilitate PC progression and 
targeting HIF-1α is likely to induce pleiotropic effects 
due to transcription of genes with various biologi-
cal functions. In addition, hypoxic PC cells can initiate 
alternative pathways independent of HIFs to assist in 
PC development. Therefore, strategies to target hypoxic 
tumor microenvironment itself may be more effective 
and less toxic in treatments against PC than those HIF-
targeted only. Notably, requirement for oxygen allows 
PC cells to grow in hypoxia but cannot support their 
growth in anoxia [262], and reoxygenation causes oxida-
tive injuries to PC cells. Based on this theory, strategies 
to lessen tissue hypoxia or to further exacerbate and tar-
get hypoxia are exploited to innovative therapies for PC. 
Moreover, dynamic therapies provide oxygen delivery 
protocols to overcome resistance of PC to chemotherapy 

and radiotherapy, the current primary treatment options 
apart from surgical resection for PC patients. More 
translational research is urgently needed to implement 
hypoxia-targeted therapies in clinical practice.
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Table 2 Hypoxia-targeted clinical trials in pancreatic cancer

The italics in the “Interventions” column represent drugs used for hypoxia-based therapeutic strategies. N/A, not available

Categories Interventions Pancreatic Cancer Types Phases Status NCT Number

Vascular normalizing agent OXY111A (ITPP) Pancreatic Neoplasms I, II N/A NCT02528526

Chemoradiotherapy (CRT) (nab-
paclitaxel, Capecitabine, Gemcit-
abine, high/low dose of radiation) 
± Nelfinavir

Pancreatic Neoplasms (Locally 
Advanced Non-metastatic)

I, II Recruiting NCT02024009

Cediranib/Cediranib Maleate + 
Olaparib

Metastatic Pancreatic Adenocarci-
noma, Stage III Pancreatic Cancer 
AJCC v6 and v7, Stage IV Pancreatic 
Cancer AJCC v6 and v7, Unresect-
able Pancreatic Carcinoma

II Recruiting NCT02498613

Antiangiogenic agent Bevacizumab (Anti-VEGF monoclo-
nal antibody) + Capecitabine + 
Radiation

Locally Advanced Pancreatic Cancer I Completed NCT00047710

Sorafenib + Gemcitabine Pancreatic Cancer, Adenocarcinoma 
of the Pancreas

I Completed NCT00375310

Hypoxia-activated prodrug TH-302 (Evofosfamide) + Gemcit-
abine/ Docetaxel/Pemetrexed

Pancreatic Cancer I, II Completed NCT00743379

Gemcitabine + TH-302/Placebo Metastatic or Locally Advanced 
Unresectable Pancreatic Adenocar-
cinoma

III Completed NCT01746979

TH-302 + Sunitinib Pancreatic Neuroendocrine Tumors I N/A NCT01381822

TH-302 + Ipilimumab Metastatic Pancreatic Cancer I N/A NCT03098160

Inhibition of HIF-1α Digoxin + FOLFIRINOX (5-Fluoroura-
cil, Calcium Leucovorin, Irinotecan, 
Oxaliplatin)

Pancreas Cancer; Adenocarcinoma of 
the Pancreas

II Not yet recruiting NCT04141995

Photodynamic therapy EF5 (a surrogate marker for hypoxia) 
+ Motexafin Lutetium (photosensi-
tizing drug)

Recurrent and Stage I to IV Pancreatic 
Cancer

N/A Terminated NCT00087191
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